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A Letter to Students, Teachers, Kids, Parents, Pastors, and Youth

DEAR READERS,
Did you know that if you wanted to try to count all the stars in the
Milky Way Galaxy it would take you twenty-five HUNDRED years?!
And have you ever wondered how big the oceans really are? All the
water in Earth’s oceans would fill up fifty-two quintillion, six hundred
seventy quadrillion gallon-sized jugs!
And have you ever heard that butterflies taste with their FEET?!
It’s all true, and it’s all part of God’s amazing, incredible,
INDESCRIBABLE design! There’s so much to learn about what God
has created – about the earth, space, our bodies, the weather! It’s
awe-inspiring, and we’re going to take them all on in this discussion
guide and activity book based on my new children’s devotional,
Indescribable: Devotions for Kids about God and Science.
This discussion guide is meant to engage students aged 4 – 10 in a
discussion about Indescribable. It will teach everyone a bit about the
coolest parts of God’s creation AND encourage you to grow your faith
in The Creator Himself. Each devotion has a
Be Amazed section to go along with it that
includes amazing facts or experiments!
Join us as we learn how amazing it is that
The Designer of it all knows us by name.
To learn more about this INDESCRIBABLE
journey, visit LouieGiglio.com/Indescribable.

For His Fame!
Louie Giglio
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HOLDING
IT TOGETHER!
[Christ] is before all things, and in
him all things hold together.
— COLOSSIANS 1:17

n Iv

Have you ever seen workers build a brick building? They don’t just stack
the bricks on top of each other. They need some sort of glue to hold all those
bricks together. The glue for bricks is called mortar.
In the same way, your body is made up of 37.2 trillion little bricks called
cells. And like a building, those cells need some sort of glue to hold them all
together. The glue for cells is called laminin.
Laminin holds your body together. The thing that’s even more amazing
about laminin is what it looks like. When you take a peek at laminin (and you’ll
need an electron microscope to see it), it looks like . . . a cross.
Why is that important? Because it’s yet another reminder that we are
God’s own creation. You see, God left
His fingerprints all throughout His
creation. The Bible tells us that even
though we can’t see the invisible
qualities of God—like His awesome
power and His holiness—we can
see His creation and know He is real
(Romans 1:20). Jesus was with God
at creation, and “in him all things
were created: things in heaven and
Laminin
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Be Amazed
The earliest known use of
glue was birch bark tar, which
was used to make spears.
The earliest written record of
the use of glue comes from
ancient Egypt. Hieroglyphs
show that the casket of
Pharaoh Tutankhamun (you
may know him as King Tut)
was glued together with a
glue made from animal bones
and skin.

on earth, visible and invisible. . . . In him all things hold together” (Colossians
1:16–17 niv).
Laminin is a picture of what Jesus tells us in His Word—He is the glue that
holds our bodies, our souls, and everything together. So when you’re feeling
overwhelmed and having the absolute worst day ever, think about laminin—
and remember that Jesus holds you—and all things—together.
Lord, when I start to worry about all the things happening in my
life and around me, help me remember You are Lord of all—and
You hold everything, including me, together.
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Discussion guide

HOLDING IT TOGETHER!

15

(found on pages 18-19 in the book, and pages 4-5 of this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
What is the strongest material you’ve
used to keep 2 objects together?

ACTIVITY
Start a scavenger hunt in your house, looking for things that are used to hold things
together. If you don’t want to rummage around too much, you can play a game of iSpy!
See how many objects you can find, and if you can carry them, set them all up together.
How does each of them work? Some might be sticky, others tie, and some use a
strong grip.
What are some
examples of creation
that you can see?

Read Colossians 1:15-18
together.
How about creations
you cannot see?

6

MORE FUN!
In 60 seconds, see how many things God created you can name. Once finished, give
your parents/guardians 60 seconds to try and name as many invisible creations they can!

REFLECT
Jesus created all of those things and much more than we could ever
name. Everything we see & even what we don’t see all got its start
because Jesus made it all. But he doesn’t stop there, Jesus holds
all he created together too, much like how laminin holds our cells
together!
Talk together about a day where everything seemed to fall
apart. Did something scare you, or did someone say something
mean? What happened that made the day go so wrong?
When you see something that holds something together, like some
tape, a bottle of glue, a stapler, string, paperclip, a hair tie, or even
a rubber band, we can remember Jesus made us and holds us
together. He is the glue that holds our bodies, our souls, and
everything together.

Jesus is in control,
he holds us together.

7
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GREAT
BALLS OF
FIRE!
God did not
give us a spirit
that makes
us afraid.
He gave us a
spirit of power
and love and
self-control.
—2 TIMOTHY 1:7

The Sun—it warms our faces and gives light to our days. We also draw
pictures of it: a small, bright-yellow ball with a smiley face in the center. It just
seems so . . . friendly.
But that’s only because the Sun is 93 million miles away!
Up close, our Sun isn’t very friendly at all. It’s a raging inferno of flames.
The temperature of the Sun’s core is 27 million degrees Fahrenheit! And it isn’t
some small, yellow ball either. It’s huge—ginormously huge! If Earth were the
size of a golf ball, the Sun would be about the size of an elephant.
God breathed that Sun out of His mouth (check out Psalm 33:6). What

36
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does that tell us about God? He is
mighty. He is awesome. He is able to
do things we cannot even begin to
imagine. Our God is ferocious in His
power!
What does God do with all that
power? He gives His power to you.
When you are tired of trying to do the
right thing and getting nowhere, when
your worries make you afraid to take
a step, or when you feel attacked by
troubles too big to handle on your own,
don’t be scared. Be bold! Be brave! Call
out to God in prayer, and ask Him for His power. He will answer. And His Spirit
will make you strong and mighty and powerful. Trust God. He is ferociously on
your side, and He’s got this.
Lord, I will never look at the Sun quite the same way. Your power is
awesome! Thank You for loving me so much that You use the same
power that breathed out the Sun to help me.

Be Amazed
How big is the Sun? You could fit close to 1 million Earths inside the
Sun. That would be like filling an entire school bus with golf balls!

9
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Great Balls of fire!

15

(found on pages 36-37 in the book, and on pages 8-9 of this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
The Sun is one BIG, powerful ball of energy. What are some
other things that are a source of power here on earth?
Examples: outlets, batteries, power lines, solar panels, generator, wind turbine

POWER TEST!
See if you can identify objects which use power in order to perform their tasks.

ACTIVITY

When you’re outside,
see if you can name
3 “powerful” objects.

Without speaking, touch
3 “powerful” objects in
your house.

Draw 3 “powerful” objects
at your school
Parents, draw 3 “powerful” objects
at your workplace

10

REFLECT
Read Psalm 33:6 together, then 2 Timothy 1:7
God has made us powerful too! We can be brave knowing the same
God who made the sun is with us, we can just remember He’s on
our side.

How can you use
God’s power in your
life this week?

11
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ASTRONOMICAL GRACE
Those who are in Christ Jesus are not judged guilty.
— ROMANS 8:1

When I look up at the stars and think about how huge space is—so
astronomically huge that scientists have never even glimpsed the edges
of it—I feel a bit, well, tiny. But then I think about how amazing it all is and
how amazing that means God is. He made all of it! And even more amazing is
the fact that the One who made
everything also loves you and me.
Proof of God’s love and grace
is all around us. It’s as if all of creation is God’s way of saying, “I love
you.” Don’t believe it? Just look
at what’s inside the heart of the
Whirlpool Galaxy.
The Whirlpool Galaxy lies
some 30 million light-years away,
and tucked inside it is something
called the X-Structure. Scientists
tell us the dark X marks the exact
spot of a black hole so big that
its size is equal to 1 million of our
Suns. It’s so astronomically big
that it’s 1,100 light-years across.
That is amazing, but I believe the

44
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X marks the spot of something more than just a black hole. Because if you tilt
your head just a bit, that X looks just like a cross—and it marks the spot of yet
another reminder of God’s astronomical love and grace.
You see, God sent Jesus to Earth to live and die on a cross. Why? So your
sins could be forgiven, and you could be with God. That’s called grace. And
no matter what you’ve done—no matter what mistake, what sin, what mess
you’ve made—God is ready to forgive you. You just have to ask. Because God’s
grace isn’t just big. It isn’t just huge. It’s astronomical!
Lord, sometimes I feel as if I’ve messed everything up. Thank You,
Lord, for Your astronomical grace that forgives and covers even my
biggest sins.

Be Amazed
A black hole, which forms when a star is dying, is a place in space
where the gravity is so strong that even light cannot escape. Since no
light can escape black holes,
they are invisible. Scientists
can see them only by using
special telescopes.
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astronomical grace
(found on pages 44-45 in the book, and pages 12-13 of this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
The Whirlpool galaxy is a gigantic reminder of how big God’s love
is for us. Even when we feel we’ve made a mess bigger than a black
hole, He is ready to forgive us so that we can have a relationship
with Him.

ACTIVITY

Read Romans 8:1
together.

Name a time when you were forgiven
for something you did wrong.
What did you do? Who forgave you?
How did you respond?

14

Tell a story about a time
when you had to forgive
someone. What did they
do? How did they respond?

REFLECT
God’s forgiveness is big enough for you and he’s ready to give it to
you too. Just ask Him!
As a family, come up with a way you can remind each other of God’s
love this week. It can be a fun activity, something you can put on a
wall in your house, or something you can make together!
Examples: As a family, thank God each night for his forgiveness
and generosity, go on a hike or a walk together and point out all the
things that make you happy, or commit to memorizing the verse
John 3:16 together.

15
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ALL CREATION SINGS
Praise the Lord from the heavens; . . . praise him,
all you shining stars. . . . Praise the Lord from the
earth, you great sea creatures and all ocean depths.
— PSALM 148:1, 3, 7

n Iv

Everybody knows that stars twinkle and shine. But did you know that they
also sing? All night long—and all day too—they sing out their praises to the One
who hung them in the heavens and called them by name.

16

Be Amazed
We know the stars sing because
scientists have spent a lot of time listening to the heavens. Scientists aim large
radio telescopes at the stars to capture
their sounds. One star in particular, the
Vela Pulsar, is about 1,000 light-years
away. The Vela formed by exploding

Some stars beat out a
steady rat-a-tat-tat beat.
Others sing like violins. If
you’d like to hear the stars’
songs, ask your parents
to help you search for a

recording on the Internet.
into a supernova as it was dying, and
then it collapsed back in on itself with
such force that it now rotates 11 times per second on its axis. (If that doesn’t
sound impressive, you try spinning 11 times per second!) As the Vela spins, it
shoots out a radio frequency—a rhythmic, drum-like beat that doesn’t stop.
And that’s just one star!
Not only do the stars sing, but the whole Earth is in on the symphony. The
trees clap, the mountains sing, and all the animals cry out, from the birds that
chirp to the whale songs that echo across the oceans:
Our God is awesome and amazing.
Our God is mighty beyond our imagination.
Our God is indescribable!
All of creation sings God’s praises because He created it all. But there’s
something about you that is different from the rest of creation—God created
you in His image. God designed you to be like Him—so you have even more to
sing about than the stars. Add your
voice to God’s symphony today!
Lord, You are so amazing. I want
to add my voice to the songs of
Your creation. I praise You for
who You are and for all You have
done. Your creation is incredible!
Vela Pulsar

5517
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all creation sings
(found on pages 54-55 in the book, and pages 16-17 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
You’ve got the power to create music, even some stars can make a tune!
See if you and your parents can come up with your own beat and play it
together using just your hands, feet and mouths as the instruments.

Read Psalm 148
together.

What creation in Psalm 148
that praises God surprised
you the most? Why?

18

REFLECT
How do you praise God? (examples: singing a song to Him, praying
for my friends and family, writing to him in my journal, learning
about him at church, reading the Bible, being kind to my friends)
Find a piece of blank paper and draw a picture of all the creations
mentioned in Psalm 148 worshipping God and add yourself, family,
and friends to the drawing too.
For each creation you draw, think about how it might praise God.
You were made to praise the indescribable God who made you.
What is one way you can join creation in praising God this week?
What can your family do together to praise Him?
Try and think of way you might use your hands, feet, & mouth to
show God just how awesome you think He is!

19
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PERFECTLY PLANNED
AND CREATED
Lord, you are our father. We are like clay, and
you are the potter. Your hands made us all.
— ISAIAH 64:8

There are some pretty interesting—really weird—animals in God’s creation. One of them is the camel. With its thick, bushy eyebrows, long eyelashes,
hump on its back, and big, floppy feet, the camel is not exactly the world’s
cutest creature. But everything about it was perfectly planned and created by
God to help the camel live in the desert.

114
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That big hump? Most people think
it stores water, but it actually stores fat.
That big hump of fat lets the camel go up
to a week without drinking water during
the summer and can go one or two weeks
without eating. You know how? The camel
can burn the fat in its hump for both

Be Amazed

energy and water. So what about those
Baby camels are born
bushy eyebrows and long eyelashes? They
without any humps at all.
keep out the desert sand. Camels can
Camels with one hump
even close their nostrils to keep out the
are called Arabian (or
sand. And those big, floppy feet? They’re
dromedary) camels. They
perfect for traveling long distances on
live in the Middle East.
shifting sands.
Camels with two humps are
Yes, camels were perfectly planned
called Asian (or Bactrian)
and created to live in the desert. Just as
camels. They live only in
fish were perfectly created to live in water,
China and Mongolia.
birds were perfectly created to fly, and
monkeys were perfectly created to swing
through the trees. And you were perfectly created to be . . . you. Just as a potter
shapes the clay into the vessel she wants to make, God made you with a plan
and for a purpose—to love Him and to love others. And He gave you special
talents and abilities so you could live out His purpose for you—in a uniquely
you kind of way that no one else can do. God is the perfect Creator, and He
created you according to His perfect plan!
Lord, I know I am Your creation, and You designed me just the way
You wanted me to be. Please show me the talents You’ve given me,
and help me use them in ways that make You smile and help others
see You.

21
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perfectly planned and created
(found on pages 114-115 in the book, and pages 20-21 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
What’s the coolest thing you’ve ever made? What made it special?
It could be something you’ve drawn, molded, baked, painted, built,
wrote, or crafted!

ACTIVITY
Read Isaiah 64:8
together.

Name other animals and
list their special attributes
beside them.
See who can come up with
the most in 3 minutes!

22

REFLECT
Animals aren’t the only things God perfectly planned. He made you
unique in incredible ways too!
On the same piece of paper, write your name and list some
attributes God gave you. How do they differ from your friends, your
siblings, and your parents? How can you use them to help others?
Make something special with your family this week. Maybe you could
spend some time together with building blocks, or maybe you could
plant a garden. Take some time and let your creativity shine; bonus
points for making something that makes someone else happy!

God made you
unique in many
incredible ways.
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UNLIKELY FRIENDS
“God does not see the same way people
see. People look at the outside of a person,
but the Lord looks at the heart.”
— 1 SAMUEL 16:7

How would you like to hang out with a shark? Not me, but thanks for asking.
Yet one fish actually hangs out with a shark—all the time. It’s called the remora
fish. Its head is like a big, flat suction cup. It suctions itself right to the shark,
hanging on for the ride wherever the shark goes. When the shark eats a meal,
the remora lets go and munches on the leftovers. Yummy. Sometimes it cleans
the shark’s body—including the shark’s mouth—to get rid of any parasites or
food stuck in the shark’s teeth. Then the remora suctions itself back on for the
next ride. The shark gets cleaned and the remora gets fed. It’s a win-win for this
pair of unlikely friends.
Who would have thought that a shark and a fish could be friends? It just
proves that you really can’t judge a book by its cover—or a friend by how he
or she looks on the outside. You’ve probably noticed that the world likes to
judge people by their skin color, their clothes, their hair, where they’re from,
how much money they have, or how they talk. But God says those things
don’t matter—not to Him. And they shouldn’t matter to you either. Instead,
you should look at a person’s heart. Is he kind? Is she helpful? Does this person love God? That’s what is really important. And when you start looking
at the inside of a person, instead of the outside, you just might find yourself
in an unlikely—but wonderful—friendship. (I’d still stay away from sharks,
though!)

124
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Lord, help me not to judge people based on what they look like on
the outside. Help me instead to look at the heart—just as You do.

Be Amazed
Caterpillars and ants are another pair of unlikely friends. The
caterpillars produce a kind of sugar on their skin for the ants to
eat. In turn, the ants protect the caterpillars from predators like
wasps and assassin bugs. The ants get food, and the caterpillars get
protection—a win-win for these bug besties.

25
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unlikely friends
(found on pages 124-125 in the book, and 24-35 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
What’s your favorite meal? Name all the ingredients in the meal.
Why do you think they taste well together?

ACTIVITY

Read 1 Samuel 16:7
together.

Go into your kitchen and
see how many things you
can pair together that
compliment one another.

26

REFLECT
Sometimes, it can be hard to trust others, especially if they aren’t
like us in many ways. We really can only see what’s on the outside,
yet God knows everyone inside-out. Including you and me!
Has there been a time when you felt unfairly judged? How might
you give that person a second chance? What could you change?
As a family, come up with a meal with ingredients you’ve never had
before and try it together. See if the new flavors and combinations
make an even better taste than you all expected!

God knows everyone inside-out.

27
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DINOSAUR ROCK
“Love each other. You must love each other
as I have loved you. All people will know that
you are my followers if you love each other.”
—JOHN 13:34–35

Not all rocks are just rocks. Some are actually fossils—rocks with the
imprints of ancient animals or plants left in them. You see, when an animal
dies, its body quickly decays and disappears most of the time. But if an animal
dies in a watery area, its body might sink into mud, or be quickly covered with

136
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muddy soil. When this happens, the soft
parts of the animal’s body—like its skin
or internal organs—decompose, but the
hard parts—like teeth and bones—are
preserved. Over a long period of time,
sedimentary rocks form around these
animal remains, thereby forming fossils.

Be Amazed
Imagine an animal about the
size of a squirrel with a big,
soft, bushy tail. Now imagine
it with big eyes and a longer
snout—and fangs! That’s
exactly what scientists think

they’ve found in some fossils
(Sedimentary rocks form when small bits of
collected in Argentina, and
rocks, shells, or bones cement together.)
they’re calling this extinct
Plants, animal footprints, burrows, and
creature the saber-toothed
even poop can all become fossils!
squirrel.
Scientists called paleontologists study
fossils and are able to learn a lot about
ancient plants and animals by studying
what they’ve left behind in the rocks. Without fossils, we wouldn’t even know
dinosaurs existed!
Did you know that you also leave fossils—or at least impressions—behind
wherever you go? Okay, so they’re not really rocks. Instead, you leave impressions on people’s hearts by what you do and say, and the way you make people
feel. Jesus said you’d be able to tell which people belong to Him by the love
and kindness they show to others. So do you make people feel good when
they’re around you? Or do they run from you as if you were a Tyrannosaurus
rex? Just as scientists learn about dinosaurs from the fossil impressions they
leave behind, people learn about Jesus from the impressions His people leave
behind. Make sure your “fossils” are ones the Rock—that’s Jesus—would be
proud of!
Lord, teach me to love others as You have loved me. Let the “fossil impressions” I leave behind be ones that make people want to
learn more about You.

29
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dinosaur rock

(found on pages 136-137 in the book, and pages 28-29 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
What’s the coolest thing you’ve ever found by digging it up?
What’s an example of something someone can do to be a
good friend?
What’s an example of something someone can do to be a bully?

ACTIVITY
Fossil Record – Each day this week, write in a journal, notebook, or just a piece of paper
the moments when someone made you feel loved. See if everyone in your family can
do it too! At the end of each day, read your stories all together.
Read John 13:34-35
together.

30

REFLECT
How we treat each other matters. We have the power to leave
impressions, good or bad, on anyone we spend time with. Jesus
wants us to choose to love everyone, but it’s easier said than done!
Tell a story of a time when you left a bad impression on someone
because of what you said or did to them.

We have the power to leave
impressions on everyone.

31
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WE’RE ALL IN THIS
TOGETHER
The human body has many parts, but the
many parts make up one whole body. So
it is with the body of Christ. . . . God has
put each part just where he wants it.
— 1 CORINTHIANS 12:12, 18

n lt

Your body is made up of trillions of cells—which are the basic building
blocks of all life. Remember, scientists think your body has somewhere
around 37.2 trillion cells! And every cell has a job. Some cells work to build up
skin and bones, others produce energy, some carry oxygen, others do your
thinking, some sense what’s happening around you, others attack germs—the
list goes on and on. So, basically, your entire body is like an electric company,
transportation center, communications network, hospital, and battlefield all
rolled into one. That’s the way God created your body—with all those cells
working together to do amazing stuff!
Here’s the thing: your cells have to work together or your body won’t work.
Imagine if a heart cell said, “I don’t feel like pumping anymore.” Or a nerve cell
said, “I’m just not feeling it today.” God created your cells to work together.
That’s also the way God created His body of followers—to work together.
Just like a cell, each person has a job. Some Christians teach and preach, others
lead singing, some are artists or writers, some are great at math, and others
feed the poor, help the sick, and take out the trash from the church building. It’s
easy to think that some jobs are better or even “godlier” than others. But that’s

138
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not true! Every job is important. And all of us “cells” have to work together so
the “body” of Christ can do what it needs to do—be His helpers on Earth.
Dear God, I understand that I’m a “cell” in the body of Your kingdom. Show me what job you need me to do—and help me to do it
the very best that I can!

Be Amazed
Your body actually has more bacteria cells than human cells. Gross! But
bacteria cells are so small that if you collected all the bacteria in your
body, it would only fill up a half-gallon milk jug. Bacteria helps your body
digest foods and fight off illness. So as it turns out, all that “grossness” is
really pretty good for you.

33
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We’re all in this together
(found on pages 138-139 in the book, and pages 32-33 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
Write out the number 37.2 trillion and count how many numbers
it takes. Find out the population of your country, then the largest
city near your house. How do the numbers compare?
We’re made up of a HUGE amount of cells all working together,
much larger than whole countries and cities put together!

ACTIVITY
Read 1 Corinthians 12: 12,18
together.

Think of some cool
accomplishments/projects, and
try to name all the jobs people
had to do to make it happen!

Name a job each member
of your family is naturally
good at performing.

Examples: NFL football team,
trip to Mars, building a skyscraper,
making a movie or play.

34

REFLECT
What kind of difference could your family make?
God made us able to accomplish great things when we work together!
Come up with a task your family can do this week and assign a job to each
person where each person helps accomplish your goal.

God created your body with all it’s
different cells working together.

35
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THE PALE BLUE DOT
[Christ] gave up his place with God and made
himself nothing. . . . And when he was living
as a man, he humbled himself and was fully
obedient to God. He obeyed even when that
caused his death—death on a cross.
— PHILIPPIANS 2:7–8
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In 1977, NASA launched the Voyager 1
spacecraft into space with a mission to
photograph our neighboring planets.
Thirteen years later, after racing past Pluto,
the farthest point in our solar system, at a
speed of 40,000 miles per hour, Voyager 1
turned back toward Earth to snap a picture.

Be Amazed
Scientists combined sixty
different pictures together
to make the one image
called the “Pale Blue Dot.”
Each picture was made
up of 640,000 pixels.

Voyager 1 was so far away
That image became known as the “Pale
from the Earth that it took
Blue Dot.” Taken from 4 billion miles away,
51⁄2 hours for each pixel
the picture shook the scientific world. Why?
to travel through space to
Because it was the first time we got a glimpse
Earth—not each picture,
of just how small our Earth really is in the
but each tiny pixel dot in
expanse of the universe.
the picture. It took months
And that makes what Jesus did even more
for the full images to make
incredible! Jesus was equal with God, but He
their way to us. Now that’s
gave up His place in heaven and became one
a slow download!
of us. He was born to Mary, a peasant woman,
and her carpenter husband. His bed was a
dusty manger in the town of Bethlehem. He
grew up and lived and loved and healed and taught on this tiny “Pale Blue Dot.”
And then, obeying God, He willingly went to die on a cross, so every single
person on this tiny blue dot could be forgiven when they call on Him.
Yes, we are indescribably small. Some like to say we don’t really even matter. But when we look at Jesus, the One who gave up heaven to come down to
this “Pale Blue Dot,” we know the truth: we matter very much to God. He gave
His own Son so we could know Him.
Thank You, God, for sending Jesus to save me so I can know You.
And help me remember that even though I am small, You can use
me to do great things for You.
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Discussion guide

the pale blue dot
(found on pages 160-161 in the book, and pages 36-37 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
Microscopic Or Monumental? – Our perspective can play tricks
on us. Take this quiz as a family and see how many you identify
correctly!
What are some things that are small in size, but matter a lot to you?
Examples: your phone/tablet, baby brother/sister, toys, a special
keepsake, coloring pencils, coins, jewelry.

ACTIVITY
What makes you feel small?
How does the story of Jesus
make you feel?

Read Philippians 2:7-8
together.

Tell a story of a time when
you gave something up to
help someone else.
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God sees things
in a very different
way than we do.

REFLECT
Perspective allows us to change the way we view objects and even
how we look at our everyday lives too. The way God sees things is
very different than how we see them. When we might feel small and
insignificant, He shows us his great big love for us in significant ways!
When we show we care about someone else, we help them feel a
little taller.
Name a friend or family member you could show Jesus’ love to
this week. How could you remind them that they’re not so small in
God’s eyes?
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WHAT A TANGLED
WEB WE WEAVE
The Lord detests lying lips, but he
delights in those who tell the truth.
— PROVERBS 12:22

n lt

Spiders . . . they’re the stuff of nightmares and horror movies. But they’re
also quite amazing—in an icky sort of way. Spiders are hunters. Most spiders
eat insects, but fishing spiders fish for . . . well . . . fish. Huntsman spiders, which
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can have a horrifying 12-inch leg span, trap frogs and lizards. And some of the
world’s biggest spiders catch birds and bats in their massive webs!
All spiders make silk, but not all spiders use it to spin webs. Silk also protects
spiders’ eggs, helps spiders move, and provides shelter. Web-spinning spiders
use silk to create elaborate traps to catch their dinner. Because the webs are
nearly invisible, insects fly into the webs and get trapped in the sticky threads.
When an insect gets trapped in a web, a spider feels the vibration of the insect’s
struggles and hurries to wrap the bug in more silk. Because it can’t eat solid food,
the spider injects its prey with digestive juices, turning the prey into a liquid mush
for the spider to suck up. Sort of a spider’s version of a milkshake. Yuck!
A spider’s web is a sticky and deadly trap—and it is a lot like the trap of lying.
The first lie you spin may be small, almost invisible, so you think no one will even
see it. But someone usually does. So you spin a bigger lie to cover up the first
one—and then an even bigger lie to cover up that one. Soon you’re surrounded
by a whole web of lies, and the one who ends up getting trapped and tangled is
you. So don’t ever spin that first lie. Tell the truth, and keep yourself out of sticky
situations.
God, sometimes it seems easier to tell a lie—
like when I don’t want to get into trouble.
Please give me the courage and the strength
to always tell the truth.

Be Amazed

Wolf Spider

Not all spiders catch their meals by spinning webs. The wolf spider
stalks its prey and catches it. Jumping spiders move fast and have
very good eyesight. Can you guess how they catch their prey? That’s
right—they jump on it!
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Discussion guide

what a tangled web we weave
(found on pages 176-177 in this book, and pages 40-41 in this guide)

Read

Read today’s devotional together,
including the Be Amazed section!

ReSPOND
Have you ever been trapped in your own lie before? How did
you get out? How would the story be changed if you never told
the first lie?

ACTIVITY
Using some string, or just some markers and paper, make 3 straight lines intersecting
in the middle. Starting with an untrue statement, draw a line connecting it two of them
together. Come up with another statement to cover up the first lie and draw another
line. Keep going until you’ve got something like a spider web!

Read Proverbs 12:22
together.

How does it make you
feel when someone
tells you a lie?
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REFLECT
When we try to cover up our mess-ups, we will quickly find
ourselves in an even messier situation. It turns out, God doesn’t like
lies either.
As a family, take an honestly pledge, promising to tell the truth to
one another no matter what for a set time. At the end of the day,
talk together about some situations where you could have told a lie,
and see what might have happened if you did.

God doesn’t like lies either.
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Connect The Dots
1
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3
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Who is the knight
about to fight?

8

9
35

10

Connect the dots
and find out!
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CROSSWORD
Use these clues
to help you
solve the puzzle!

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

9

10

ACROSS
3. The universe is huge! It is _________ .
4. The deepest part of this is the Mariana Trench.
5. This sea creature tastes with the suckers of its tentacles.
8. This holds your body together and is shaped like a cross.
9. Mercury, Mars and Earth are all examples of these.
10. God is the greatest scientist of all, He loves this!

WORD BANK

DOWN
1. Our creator is _________ .
2. Scientists think there are billions
6.
7.

of these in the universe.
God’s creation is filled with
wonder and _________ .
In the beginning, God created the
heavens and the _________ .

Indescribable • Earth • Ocean • Planets • Galaxies
Octopus • Science • Beauty • Laminin • Astronomical

OCEAN TREASURE

Search the ocean floor for the words to fill in the blanks!
1.

God’s Word, the _________, tells

7.

He is incredible. He is _________ !

us that the heavens proclaim God’s
glory and creativity every day and night.

2.

4.

Your creativity! I trust that You’re

held together by gravity.

9.

Once, as Jesus traveled to Jerusalem,

The oceans are beautiful, amazing, and

a crowd of people gathered around

_________ places.

Him and began shouting out
_________ for all the miracles

_________ holds your body

they had seen Him do.

10.

God’s universe is so big that it can’t
be measured in feet or inches or even
miles. We have to use a bigger ruler:

11.

ships through the _________ .

hammers to crack open abalone shells

12.

Laminin

Stones

The Earth is actually made up of
_________ layers.

to get to the food inside.

able
Indescrib
Ocean

In ancient times, sailors used these
bright stars to help them navigate their

Sea otters use _________ as

Food

The energy you get from ________
fuels your body to work.

the _________ .

6.

A _________ is a gigantic
collection of stars, dust, and gas all

together.

5.

8.

Lord, the whole _________ shows
creating a wonderful story for me.

3.

God makes the stars! He is awesome.

Lig

s

Five

Universe

Mysterious

ht
-Y
e

Praises
ar

Bible
Galaxy

Answers: 1. Bible 2. Universe 3. Mysterious 4. Laminin 5. Light-year 6. Stones 7. Indescribable 8. Galaxy 9. Praises 10. Food 11. Oceans 12. Five

Answers: 1. Rocket going in different direction 2. Owl upside down 3. Moose on the moon 4. Monkey 5. Missing fish 6. Whale is different color 7. Penguin on shore
8. Penguin missing his eyes. 9. Jellyfish on fishing line 10. Rowboat flipped 11. Planet has different colored ring 12. Bird on blue tree 13. Elephant moved 14. Elelphant missing tail

CAN YOU FIND

all THE DIFFERENCES?

Can you navigate the maze
through space to find the

WAY HOME?
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Find these words in the box above!

Words can be horizontal, vertical or even diagonal!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Astronomical
Grace
God
Indescribable
Amazing
Science
Mountain

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Yak
Praise
Light
Creation
Shade
Power
Seahorse

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Miracle
Leader
Unbreakable
Big
Breathe
Saturn
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